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Abstract: Globalization has mammoth divergent opportunities that are distinct in promoting economic changes in 
emerging markets. These include but not limited to trade, foreign direct investments, short-term capital flows, knowledge 
and movements of labour. The prospects for financial sectors in emerging markets are great. The capital market opens 
up to new investments that tend to boost overall economic performances. The occurrence has been impelled by technical 
change, denationalization in emerging markets, the deregulation of the financial markets in industrial countries, increased 
in institutional investors in developed economies and macroeconomic and trade reforms have portrayed emerging markets 
more attractive. These amounted to various opportunities for the financial industry in emerging markets. With several 
natural resources such as oil and other mineral deposits, developing countries mostly within the African region emerge 
with positive fiscal projections for the capital market. Since some mutual funds invest in the capital and money markets, 
with proper personal financial planning, financial independence is eminent in the future for the lay investor. Mutual funds 
have the potential for higher yield with minimum risk as compared to some other risky investment schemes such as forex 
trading. Professional fund management and easy liquidity of assets are some advantages of investing in mutual funds. 
However, investment yields on mutual funds are not guaranteed as fund assets are invested in shares, bonds, and stocks 
which may have fluctuating market price movements. Randomly selected invested capitals were computed using simple 
expected future value formula. The result indicated higher returns potential on investments in mutual funds in the long 
run. It was therefore concluded that there is enormous opportunities for wealth creation in investing in mutual funds in 
emerging markets which is ideal for personal financial planning. 
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1. Introduction
The financial systems of the 21st Century have been growing with speed, sophistication and becoming a more 

complex world [12]. The economic and social environments in which people take financial decisions have changed and this 
change is set to continue with the dynamic and ever-changing technology. Financial products and services have multiplied 
along with technology and other means of marketing them. [9]. Therefore, to be financially successful, there is the need for 
prudent personal financial planning in investment schemes like mutual funds that guarantee good returns over long periods 
of time. 

A Mutual Fund is an investment pool that contains the savings of many investors with a common financial objective 
or goal [11]. Investors in mutual funds are called unit holders as the share of one’s investment is the quantum of units 
purchased. The investment pool is diversified and invested in different investment instruments such as shares, bonds, 
debentures, and others. Income earned through these portfolios of investments and interests on invested capital is 
distributed proportionally to the unit holders of the fund according to the number of units purchased [19]. Mutual Fund is far 
the most appropriate investment scheme for the lay investor.

There are numerous prospects for the financial industry in emerging markets such as Ghana. With the discovery of 
oil and other mineral deposits that propelled Ghana as the gold hub in sub-Sahara Africa, there are positive economic 
prospects for the capital market [6]. Since some mutual funds invest in the capital and money markets, with proper personal 
financial planning, financial independence is eminent in the future for the lay investor. 

This study aimed at exploring the viable potentials in investing in mutual funds in emerging markets and the prospects 
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for personal financial planning. Careful analysis of data and results from some previous studies on mutual funds revealed 
the majority of potential investment opportunities in emerging markets. The industry is still underdeveloped and expanding 
markets have huge potential to take advantage of foreign investors investing in the capital markets to boost returns on 
investments. Randomly selected initial investment capitals were computed over varying periods of times to ascertain 
expected future yields. The results indicated incremental returns on invested capitals over time. This is ideal for ordinary 
investors in growing or emerging economies to seize the opportunities for personal financial planning.

2. Literature review
Emerging market are economies with fast increase process in relation to a rolling transition phase of high market 

potential. [24]. These markets have higher expandable capacities than developed markets to provide higher investment 
opportunities for higher returns. Simon opined certain key features of these markets which include; small economic size, 
low acceptance of foreign investors and unstable exchange rates with greater risk in trading. In his assertions, Simon 
categorised emerging market into three phases; the most advanced markets, narrow emerging markets and emerging 
markets (latent).

Globalization is the means by which different economies or markets and societies become more closely integrated, 
and concurrent with increasing worldwide globalization. [18].  There is substantial evidence, from countries of different 
sizes and different regions, that as countries “globalize” their citizens benefit, in the form of access to a wider variety of 
goods and services, lower prices, more and better-paying jobs, improved health, and higher overall living standards. [14].

Financial globalization resulted in the growth of international mutual funds. To the larger extent, this is an indication 
of the fact that investors in mature markets sought to diversify their assets by investing in emerging markets through 
dedicated emerging market fund i.e. invest exclusively in emerging markets or through increased emerging market 
participation by globally active funds [9]. Eichengreen and Mussa [5], observed that the phenomenon has been propelled by 
technological change, privatization in emerging markets, the deregulation of the financial markets in industrial countries 
in the 1980s and early 1990s, increased in institutional investors in developed economies and macroeconomic and trade 
reforms have portrayed emerging markets more attractive [20].

Investing in mutual funds is crucial in financial markets in emerging economies with underdeveloped capital markets 
and regular investors. Over the last decade, the global financial markets experienced a tremendous boost in the asset 
appreciation of mutual funds. In 2007 the mutual fund industry managed over $26 trillion of financial assets including 
over $12 trillion in stocks in contrast to the $6 trillion of assets managed in 1996 [8]. Within the period there was a rocket 
growth in the numerical strength of mutual funds globally of over 66,000 funds of which nearly 27,000 were equity funds 
or approximately 40.91%. There was a total of $40.4 trillion above the total global mutual fund asset [16]. The emergence 
of mutual funds could be acclaimed to the United States which tremendously plays a vital role in stock markets. This trend 
replicates to other countries and economies in the world including emerging markets or economies [15]. 

The financial sector has a vital task of supporting the economic activities of the underprivileged to enable them to 
carry on with their activities in the face of difficult challenges after the global economic crisis that occurred in 2008 [26]. 
The financial system of a country widens in complexity, it behoves then on an individual to manage the financial details [13].  
There is a need for people to manage their finances. The need for long-term investment, children’s education and pension. 
Invariably, the decision to manage short-term savings, home acquisition and car loans amongst others. Health insurance, as 
well as personal insurance, are also issues of concern [1].

The economic situation in most emerging or developing economies is an indication that the issue of personal financial 
planning is of concern. Most people have challenges to invest in financial assets, trade on the stock market or the financial 
market because they do not have adequate knowledge [13]. Meanwhile, financial literacy remains a major challenge in 
Ghana with the rate at which Ponzi schemes are sprouting up and swindling the masses. Dwiastant [3], defines financial 
education as a chain of activities with long term tendency to quicken people to have financial goals and plans as well as to 
achieve prosperity in keeping with the lifestyle and pattern of life they want. 

As a result of inadequate knowledge of the financial system, many potential investors suffered losses because of 
uncontrolled consumption, excessive, unnecessary spending and use of credit cards [17],[23]. Personal financial management 
is an individual’s behavior to perform the planning, implementation, and evaluation of cash, credit, investment, insurance, 
life level and retirement [2].

The global assets of mutual funds over the years depict their yielding potential in the long term. Sound financial 
knowledge is paramount to understanding personal financial management which entails the ability to plan one’s finances 
and to achieve a fulfilled financial life [7]. An appreciable understanding of investment vehicles is therefore crucial in 
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achieving personal financial goals. Mutual funds which are collective assets allow the common investor to invest in 
diversified portfolios that are professionally managed. Therefore, investing in mutual funds in emerging markets tend to 
create wealth and enhance personal financial liberation for the common investor.
2.1 Varying scopes of emerging markets

Globalization has enormous differing scopes that are distinct in fostering economic changes in emerging markets. 
These include but not limited to trade, foreign direct investments, short-term capital flows, knowledge and movements of 
labour. There have been positive paradigm shifts in emerging markets as they experience the waves of globalization.
2.2 Short-term capital flows

Funds movements across markets take dynamic forms: foreigners’ direct investments in various economic sectors 
such as housing, education, manufacturing, and production among others. Sometimes, direct funds are invested in the 
construction of factories or portfolio investment. Short-term flows of portfolio investment include short-term lending 
whiles long-term flows include long-term bonds. However, each investment firm has its own merits and repercussions. 
As foreigners invest in the economy, technology and human capital are also exchanged which fosters positive economic 
strides. Predictions of foreign direct investments do not always yield the proposed results.
2.3 Knowledge 

As barriers to communication and human movements become less rigid and more accessible, the flow of knowledge 
and ideas emerge very rampantly. Globalization has facilitated the transfer of knowledge which is likely to prove one of the 
strongest forces for growth in emerging markets [25]. Technical knowledge and ideas are globalized to transform societies. 
Democracy and market ideas form the core of emerging markets that enhance the adoption of policies and the functionality 
of institutions to boost economic performances. 
2.4 Movements of labour

Globalization brings about fewer restrictions on trade barriers and the movement of people. Movements of labour 
especially from saturated economies to emerging markets as a result of foreign direct investments and new technological 
advancements have the potential to increase GDP. As investors from more developed countries are likely to import more 
experienced labour to less developed countries. Whiles these may increase the GDP of developing countries from the 
remittances of migrant labour, more developed countries are like to experience a rise in GDP. However, there are instances 
of brain drain where the outflow of young skilled workers has exploited a country of vital inputs for its economic growth.  
2.5 Trade

Sachs & Warner [22], opined a positive relationship between trade and growth in their studies on the wealth of cross-
country, though some later studies cast reservations [4],[21]. It is believed that there are opportunities for countries that 
remove their trade barriers even if their partners do not reciprocate as disputed by standard theory. Developed countries 
mostly push unilateral trade liberalization on developing countries which do not often benefit their emerging economies. 
This has created avenues for the dumping of goods and products in most instances. The unfair trade agenda has resulted in 
liberalization directed at lowering global impediments to goods which are the developed countries’ comparative advantage. 
This has resulted in sub-Sahara Africa, the poorest region in the world, actually being worse off at the end of the last round 
of trade liberalization [25].

3. The need for personal financial planning
The economic impact of life cannot be overemphasized. The risk of injuries such as incapacitation or death may result 

in serious financial hardships to an individual’s immediate dependents. There are various life goals such as education, 
buying a dream house, vacation and the kind of life one envisages in the future. Retirement is also a period that would 
require strong financial standing to meet the demands and challenges of old age. These warrant the importance of proper 
financial planning and security [7].

3.1 Diminishing nature of the human life value 
Fiergbor [7], opined that the economic worth of an income earner tends to lessen with the passage of time or period. 

His or her earning potential may continue to upturn for a certain period or forever, but with each passing year, the 
outstanding period of income creation becomes smaller. Each year of income that is generated means that there is one year 
fewer that is left to be earned. Because a person’s economic value is the unrealized earning capacity characterized by his or 
her expertise and skills, his or her fiscal value must lessen as potential income is transformed into real income.   

This principle is demonstrated by the illustration in Figure 1 below. 
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The line AB denotes the lifetime of a person born at point A and dying at point B. Line AB also denotes the cost of 
upkeep and, during his or her prolific years, the individual’s revenue tax liability. The arc CD denotes earning capability. 
During the era A to C, there are no incomes, but there are costs of upkeep denoted by the triangle AEC. Incomes commence 
at C. The region of arc CD that spreads above arc AB denotes earnings in surplus of taxes and the cost of self-upkeep. 
Point D symbolizes the age of retirement, and the region DFB represents the second major period.

Figure 1. Hypothetical illustration of economic value of a human Life 

In Figure 1 the economic value of a person is at its highest at point E when net incomes are just commencing. At 
the point where xx1 interconnects the arcs, the incomes rate has increased, but possible future earnings have waned. The 
incomes potential shows further declines at yy1 as well as zz1; it then declines at point F to zero. 

Neither income nor maintenance expenditures follow an equal curve. For instance, the childhood era starts with a 
highly uneven outlay for maternity expenditures. Income is also likely to begin prior than at point C, and is doubtful, its 
likelihood to degenerate so steadily to the age of retirement.

In many professions, people reach their peak incomes in their 40s and 50s, and incomes increase or drop only 
marginally to retirement when they end abruptly.

4. Mutual funds
Mutual Funds are investment instruments that pool resources of like-minded investors into a common professionally 

managed portfolio intending to buy securities to create wealth for investors [6]. Mutual funds are flexible investment 
schemes that are made public to the general public and are also classified as open-ended. They provide investment schemes 
that are safe and lucrative. The combined securities of the mutual fund are known as a portfolio. Mutual funds are managed 
by professional fund managers, who invest the fund’s money to create income and capital gains for the unit holders of the 
fund. Mutual funds allow investors to pool their investments together to participate in a larger and diversified portfolio [6]. 

Mutual funds’ investments avoid the usual restrictions on individual investments. This would increase their ability to 
diversify and lower the costs of buying and selling shares [6]. The proportion of tradable shares possession has inhibitory 
effect toward the rate of return as the current managerial fees and previous managerial fees affect the funding rate of return 
positively [27]. The profits of mutual funds usually consist of capital profits, profits resulting from improvement or change 
in the prices of the invested securities in addition to the securities distribution if any. The fund can face losses in case the 
value of the securities’ that make up the fund’s assets decreased. 

Fiergbor [6], opined that mutual funds managers diversify their activities in the following areas; Portfolio management 
services, Management of offshore funds, providing advice to offshore funds, management of pension or provident funds, 
management of venture capital funds, management of money market funds and management of real estate funds.

4.1 Prospects of investing in mutual funds for personal financial planning 
A mutual fund serves as a link between the investor and the securities market by mobilizing savings from the investors 

and investing them in the securities market to generate returns. Money collected from investors is invested in diversified 
portfolios in the capital market and money market. Given this, each shareholder shares in the capital gains and capital 
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losses in the fund. Simply put, mutual funds are a means of investing in something with a group of people [6].

1. The clients invest 
money in the mutual 

fund and receive 
shares/units

2. The mutual fund 
invest in:

- local and 
international bonds 

- shares traded at 
home country and 
abroad

- shares and units 
issued by other mutual 
funds

- money markets

3. The mutual fund 
receives capital gain, 

interest and devidends

4. The investors 
receive income due to 

the increase in the 
price of the 
shares/units

Figure 2. Diagrammatic representation of mutual funds 
Source: researcher’s field work, 2019

4.2 Global distribution of mutual funds 
The collective investment schemes have a substantial share in the total volume of savings in the developed economies. 

Europe is the second-largest market in the world asset management industry and traditionally manages approximately one-
third of the assets in the world.  With is statistics, Africa which mostly comprises of several emerging markets have the 
potential of exploring more into mutual funds to create enabling environment for the lay investor. 

4.3 Investments returns on mutual funds
Simple mathematical formula for calculating the future value of an investment was used to compute different present 

values for different investment years. The formulae are presented in equation (1) and (2) below. Random investment 
capitals were then computed over several investment years to forecast expected future yield. Investment capitals were 
randomly selected from $500.00 to $100,000.00 and maturity periods were also randomly selected from 1year to 30years. 
The results are represented in table 1 below. The expected monthly rates of returns are 2% accumulating a total annual rate 
of 24%. Using the formulae below;

FV=PV.(1+i)n                                                                                                                                                 (1)
FV=PV.(1+ i

m )n.m                                                                                                                    (2)
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Table 1. Projected returns on investment capitals over different periods

Source: researcher’s field work, 2019

4.4 Advantages and disadvantages of investing in mutual funds
The basic advantages in case of investing in mutual funds include the following; protection of the investors’ interests, 

security, and transparency, possibility for the individual investor to gain access to the international markets, possibility for 
a high profitableness, possibility for small investments, economies of scale – the investment company diversification where 
the expenses on 1 monetary unit investment are lower and professional fund management.

Having in mind the above-mentioned advantages, it is necessary to outline their disadvantages and namely: buying 
and selling units take time and the profitability is not guaranteed. 

5. Conclusion
Globalization has rendered emerging market porous to foreign investors as there are imaginary foreign investment 

and trade restrictions. As a result, emerging markets are viable investment avenues for long term financial returns as 
such markets are plagued with huge untapped potentials. Emerging markets in Africa have higher potentials of attracting 
investors due to the abundance of natural resources and the openness of such markets to foreign investors. Markets 
such as Ghana have huge potentials for expansion and growth as oil discovery and exploration are on the rise. As the 
economies become more opened and investment in other sectors booms, there is a higher probability of upward economic 
performances which would trigger the need for financial leverage for the lay investor. Mutual funds are ideal investment 
avenues for personal financial planning as they are characterised by low risk, professionally managed service, low 
investment capital and a higher probability of returns. However, it is more difficult for the ordinary investor to understand 
the activity of the mutual funds because an increase in financial knowledge is needed. Proper understanding and investment 
in mutual funds will yield good future returns over a period of time and as result endure financial independence. They are 
therefore good investment avenues for the common investor and to help plan ones finances.
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